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The National Breast Cancer Coalition Fund is an IRS 501(c)(3) organization that empowers and trains breast 
cancer advocates to be effective advocates in every aspect of the fight to end breast cancer. It educates women to 
make informed decisions about their own health care and to take an active role wherever breast cancer decisions 
are made. The National Breast Cancer Coalition is a 501(c)(4) corporation set up to lobby Congress and the states 
for improved public policies to move toward the eradication of breast cancer. Together, the two arms of NBCC 
issue a call to action by offering diverse and substantive activities, programs, training and events that are designed 
to educate and empower individuals to fight effectively to eliminate breast cancer.
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Dear Friend of NBCC:

Tenacity pays off. We learned that this past year as we made significant gains on several 
fronts, finding new friends and new opportunities along the way.

This was a year when most government research spending remained flat. Nonetheless, 
thanks to the relentless efforts of NBCC’s network of activists, we won a funding increase for 
the U.S. Department of Defense Breast Cancer Research Program. Also in the legislative arena, 
we renewed the push for a Breast Cancer and Environmental Research Act—and found a new 
friend in songwriter, Sheryl Crow. 

Our first Project LEAD® Institute provided in-depth science training to breast cancer  
advocates, enabling them to sit with scientists to identify the most promising cancer research 
efforts. We convened the workshop, Measuring What Matters, to identify the most critical 
components of breast cancer care. We also continued our Best Practices awards, recognizing 
and supporting organizations committed to our core values.

And we were active in making breast cancer part of the presidential campaign. To help  
voters assess the candidates’ positions on breast cancer research and funding, NBCC launched 
a web site, www.BreastCancerCaucus.org.

Despite these successes, NBCC’s online survey of women in the United States 
showed us there is still much work to be done. The survey revealed that only 8 percent of  
respondents knew that the federal government was a major source of breast cancer funding. In 
light of the results, we are renewing our public education efforts to build broader awareness of 
breast cancer research, access, and influence, and the need for continued action. 

The more we accomplish, the more there is to do. That gives our work a purpose. With your 
support we can continue to make a difference. Whether you are new to our ranks or have been 
with us for many years, we thank you for your commitment to the eradication of breast cancer. 
Together we will see it happen. 

Be well,

Fran Visco
President

from the President
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NBCCF seeks to increase the influence of breast cancer advocates  
in all aspects of the breast cancer decision-making process. 

Opposite Page:
Left photo: A plenary session at NBCCF's Advocacy Training Conference; Center photo: House Speaker Nancy Pelosi (D-CA) being honored at NBCCF's Annual 
New York Gala; Right photo: Singer and breast cancer advocate Sheryl Crow joined by Congressional sponsors at a Capitol Hill news conference about the 
Breast Cancer and Environmental Research Act.
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The National Breast Cancer Coalition Fund 
and its sister organization, the National 
Breast Cancer Coalition, have put breast 
cancer at the forefront of the nation’s agenda. 
The National Breast Cancer Coalition Fund 

(NBCCF) collaborates with scientists, policy makers and 
health care providers and prepares individuals to be compelling 
and credible advocates for research, health care access and 
strategies for eradicating breast cancer. The National Breast 
Cancer Coalition (NBCC), meanwhile, lobbies Congress for 
improved public policy about and increased funding for breast 
cancer research and quality health care. 

We help guide the public through the maze of information 
surrounding breast cancer. Using our Web site, resources and 
training, we give people with breast cancer and those at risk 
the tools they need to make informed choices. We also provide 
advocacy training to prepare women and men to assume a 
powerful role before legislative, scientific and clinical decision-
makers. We seek to increase the influence of breast cancer 
advocates in all aspects of the breast cancer decision-making 
process. NBCCF advocates push for public collaboration 
with the scientific community on implementation of new 
research models and partner in the design and oversight of 
clinical trials, to expedite accessing care, finding the cause 
and a cure. 

In tandem with NBCCF’s work, trained advocates from 
NBCC lobby at the national, state and local levels for public 
policies aimed at more effective breast cancer research and 
quality health care for all. 

about us

Through our grassroots network, the coalition has already 
brought about fundamental changes: Federal appropriations 
for breast cancer have increased significantly; an 
unprecedented breast cancer research program administered 
by the U.S. Department of Defense has been created; the 
National Action Plan on Breast Cancer, a public-private 
partnership, was implemented; the Breast and Cervical 
Cancer Treatment Act was enacted and advocates more 
often work side-by-side with researchers.

Since our inception, NBCCF and NBCC have been 
powerful voices for women and men across the country. As we 
advance our mission of eradicating breast cancer, three primary 
goals guide our work:

•	 RESEARCh: to promote research into the cause of and 
optimal treatments and cure for breast cancer. This will 
be accomplished through increased funding, improved 
coordination and distribution of research funds, recruitment 
and training of scientists, and innovative collaborations 
among scientists and advocates.

•	 ACCESS: to improve access to high-quality breast cancer 
screening, diagnosis, treatment and care for all women, 
particularly the underserved and uninsured. Legislation and 
changes in the regulation and delivery of health care are all 
critical in meeting this goal.

•	 INFLUENCE: to increase the involvement and influence 
of those living with breast cancer and other breast cancer 
activists. This involvement should spread across all decision-
making linked to cancer research, access and treatment.
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NBCCF wants breast cancer research to be 
guided by innovative and pioneering thinking 
and a focus on what's best for patients and 
those at risk. Against that backdrop, our focus 
remains on promoting cutting-edge research 

with the potential to produce ground-breaking findings about 
women’s health. One of our biggest successes using this model has 
been the U.S. Department of Defense Breast Cancer Research 
Program.

The program was born out of NBCC’s initial effort to 

dramatically increase federal funding for innovative, high-
impact and multi-disciplinary breast cancer research. The Breast 
Cancer Research Program is the only breast cancer initiative 
in the federal government that includes consumer advocate 
participation in both the scientific peer-review process and the 
programmatic review stages. Since its launch in 1992, some $2.1 
billion has been invested in the program, attracting more than 
29,000 proposals. Research under the program, for example, 
contributed to the development of anti-cancer drug herceptin, 
the most revolutionary breast cancer drug in the last 25 years.

an unyielding focus on research

“A lot of what we are seeing in breast cancer is me-too drugs that tweak existing drugs.  
A lot of them offer very marginal improvement . . . it is a balance of pushing for efficacy and not  

exposing thousands of people to drugs that may not help them.”

—Carolina hinestrosa, “IOM Forum: Advocacy Groups Offer Ways to Improve New Drug Development”  
Oncology Times—November 25, 2007

Don Berry, Ph.D., analyzes recent research findings at a conference plenary session.
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Consumer survey
In October, NBCC released 
the results of its annual survey 
of American women and their 
understanding of breast cancer. 
The results demonstrated 
critical knowledge gaps and the 
importance of moving beyond 
awareness to eradicating the disease. 
Key findings:
•	 56	percent	believe	most	breast	cancers	have	a	hereditary	basis.	

      Reality: Only 5 - 10% of breast cancers are explained by known 
mutations in inherited genes.

•	 78	percent	of	respondents	18-24	said	eating	lots	of	fruits	
and vegetables would help prevent breast cancer.

      Reality: Most studies show no significant decrease in breast 
cancer incidence as related to diet.

•	 39	percent	thought	that	the	most	progress	in	the	fight	
against breast cancer was in self-detection.

      Reality: Research shows that breast self-examinations do not 
reduce breast cancer deaths.

•	 93	percent	have	not	heard	or	read	about	government	
funded research for breast cancer.

  Reality: $2.1 billion in federal dollars has been dedicated to 
breast cancer research via the Department of Defense Breast 
Cancer Research Program.


measuring What matters:  
marCh 18-20, 2007 - Washington, D.C.
For some time, NBCCF advocates have worked to identify the 
most important indicators of breast cancer quality care—to 
push for improved care in accordance with the Fund’s core 
values. The Measuring What Matters workshop brought together 

31 representatives 
from key 
stakeholders, 
including 9 
NBCCF advocates, 
who completed 
an extensive 
literature review 
and analysis prior 

to the gathering. Dr. Carolyn Clancy, director of the Agency 
for healthcare Research and Quality (AhRQ), addressed 
the importance of patient-centered quality indicators and 
praised NBCCF’s analysis that identified gaps in the quality-
measurement landscape. A draft list of potential indicators 
of quality breast cancer care, based on NBCCF core values, 
resulted from the workshop. Other recommendations called 
for the development of tool kits to spark change in the health 
care system and a focus on composite measures. NBCCF has 
presented the workshop’s findings to allies in the field in order 
to build a business case for quality improvement.

nature revieWs
the national breast cancer coalition fund believes 

that the application of a strategic approach to 

biomarker research will help avoid some of the 

previous disappointments in breast cancer biomarker 

identification and development. through carefully 

designed research efforts and systems of care that 

are collaborative and truly patient-centered, the 

development of robust biomarkers, reliable assays 

and effective and safe targeted therapies should 

translate to improvements in survival and quality of 

life for patients with breast cancer. in line with this 

philosophy, nbccf convened the Strategic Consensus 

Conference on Biomarker Research in Breast Cancer. the 

results of that conference were reported in the april 

2007 edition of Nature Reviews.
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a commitment to access and Qualit y

NBCC is committed to ensuring all women 
and men have access to high quality health 
care and the information they need to make 
thoughtful and informed treatment choices. 
For many years we have fought for these 

principles because they reflect the core values we adopted in 
2003: access, choice, respect, information, accountability and 
ever-improving quality of care.

In	2007,	NBCC	continued	work	begun	in	2006	by	our	
Board of Directors to create a dynamic framework for the 
education of citizens and elected officials on the ways we 
believe will be most effective in reforming health care. At 
the end of the year, this Framework was awaiting a test run 
by a high-profile panel of stakeholders before being publicly 
released at NBCCF’s 2008 Advocacy Training Conference. 

NBCC’s Framework serves as an important roadmap for 

 “it’s crazy that someone has to choose between their mortgage and lifesaving drugs. 
The system needs to give everyone access to quality care.”

— Fran Visco, “When Money Can Save Your Life”  
Ladies’ Home Journal—October 2007

An NBCC workshop analyzed what is needed to ensure access to quality care for all.
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“Do you have Breast CanCer?”
Knowing what steps to take next is a daunting task facing a 
person diagnosed with breast cancer. To address that problem, 
NBCC produced the Guide to Breast Cancer Care, published in 
both English and Spanish. NBCC received support from the 
State of Maryland to fund the production of a public service 
announcement for radio stations about the Guide. Actress 
Allison Janney, known for her role on the long-running 
television series The West Wing, and Univision television 
personality Cristina Saralegui lent their voices to this effort. 
The	ads	ran	more	than	600	times	on	English	and	Spanish	
language radio stations. They provided an important breast 
cancer resource to many underserved communities.

the current administration and next administration that will 
most likely have the opportunity to make access to health care 
a reality for this country. NBCC is poised to play a key role in 
those efforts.

nBCCF in aCtion
NBCCF trains its advocates to be leaders whenever and 
wherever breast cancer decisions are being made, whether in 
local research facilities or the corridors of power in Washington. 
here are some of the decision-making consortia, committees 
and coalitions where you’ll find our advocates:

Agency for healthcare Research and Quality (AhRQ)  
National Advisory Council

Working Group, Breast Cancer and Environmental Research 
Centers

Association of American Medical Colleges Task Force on  
Conflicts of Interest in Clinical Research

Breast Cancer International Research Group Member of  
Independent Data Monitoring Board

Breast Cancer International Research Group Science  
Advisory Board

U.S. Department of Defense Breast Cancer Research  
Program Integration Panel

The Cochrane Collaboration Consumer Coalition
Institute of Medicine Roundtable on Evidence-Based Medicine
National Quality Forum, Breast Cancer Technical Panel
Oversight Body, American Medical Association Ethical Force
TAILORx Clinical Trial of the National Cancer Institute 

Steering Committee and DSMP

cristina saralegui allison janney

“consumers trust the system to offer interventions that are based on 

high-quality evidence, and appropriately designed randomized clinical 

trials are the gold standard to obtain evidence of benefits and harms for 

all interventions…nbcc believes strongly that for the system to be truly 

responsive to consumers’ needs, we, the consumers, need to be involved at 

all levels where important decisions about our lives are made.”

Carolina Hinestrosa,  
Executive Vice President, Programs and Planning
Testifying before the U.S. Food and Drug Administration’s Oncologic Drugs Advisory  
Committee about the evaluation of erythropoiesis-stimulating agents (ESAs) and other  
supportive therapies for breast cancer
May 10, 2007
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“ Despite the enormous successes and advancements in breast cancer research made through funding 
from the DOD BCRP, we still do not know what causes breast cancer, how to prevent it, or how to cure 

it. it is critical that innovative research through this unique program continues so that we can move 
forward toward eradicating this disease.” 

—Fran Visco, hearing on the Department of Defense Peer-Reviewed Breast Cancer Research Program 
Senate Appropriations Subcommittee on Defense, May 16, 2007
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When it comes to breast cancer advocacy, the 
National Breast Cancer Coalition Fund is 
an undisputed leader. NBCCF offers a roster 
of programs and services, including Project 

LEAD®, the Advocacy Training Conference, and the Team 
Leader and Emerging Leaders initiatives, that prepare advocates 
to participate effectively at forums where research and health care 
decisions are made. Sitting on an array of national committees, 
NBCCF provides guidance to other organizations so they, in 
turn, can foster leaders who will lend their voices and energies to 
the eradication of breast cancer. NBCCF is universally respected 
by scientists and decision-makers for its work.

aDvoCaCy training ConFerenCe
The 15th Annual Advocacy Training Conference took time 
to acknowledge the years since its launch, but much of the 
gathering focused on future challenges. And it was marked by 
a series of new programs and training opportunities designed 

to invigorate participants for an active year of breast cancer 
advocacy.

With a theme of Beyond Ribbons to Revolution, the 
conference	drew	more	than	600	advocates	and	featured	9	new	

Progress through influential leadershiP

Attendees of 2007 Project LEAD Institute in San Diego,  August 2007.

“ Push, push and continue to push—the government, 
as you have; physicians and scientists, as you have; 
yourselves, as you have—to make a difference. I do 
want to say that the 15 years that you’ve spent doing 
this hasn’t resulted in small improvements. In fact, 
there have been significant—significant—moves 
forward under the leadership of activists like 
yourselves in terms of making things happen.” 

—Dr. Dennis Slamon, Department of Medicine, UCLA,  
addressing	the	2007	NBCCF	Advocacy	Training	Conference

“Now the influential National Breast Cancer Coalition is lobbying oncologists and government regulators to 
reconsider treatment guidelines [for anthracyclines]. ‘These are very strong, very real data that they need to pay 

attention to,’ says Coalition president Fran Visco.”
“Cancer Treatment May Risk heart Damage”   

—Associated Press, October 8, 2007
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workshops covering access to care, health care reform, research, 
peer review and clinical trials. We also launched a new program 
introducing college and graduate students to NBCCF and its 
mission with the introduction of 28 Emerging Leaders at the 
conference.

Before turning to future challenges, the conference began with 
a special session—Fifteen Years of Breast Cancer Advocacy: Did it 
Matter?—examining NBCCF’s leadership and contributions over 
the years. 

Capping three intensive days of learning and strategizing was 
a luncheon speech by former Congresswoman Patricia Schroeder, 
who applauded the advocates for their work to eradicate breast 
cancer. “I always think of you as ‘women with balls’ because you 
are not afraid,” the Colorado Democrat said. 

 Plenary speakers included Dr. Dennis Slamon from UCLA, 
Dr. Ezekiel Emanuel of the National Institutes of health,  Dr. 
Susan Love from the Susan Love Research Foundation, and NBC 
News chief science and health correspondent, Robert Bazell.

LoBBy Day 2007
It	was	only	hours	after	the	2007	Advocacy	Training	Conference	
ended when NBCC activists arrived at Capitol hill for over 400 
meetings. Delegations representing every state lined up appoint-
ments with elected officials or their congressional offices to garner 
support for the NBCC agenda. They also enlisted new sponsors 
for the Breast Cancer and Environmental Research Act.

The day ended with NBCC’s Annual Congressional Awards 
reception.	The	2007	honorees	were	Senate	Majority	Leader	Harry	
Reid (D-NV); U.S. Senators Michael Enzi (R-WY), Orrin hatch 
(R-UT) and Lisa Murkowski (R-AK); and U.S. Rep. henry 
Waxman (D-CA). 

the First ProjeCt LeaD® institute:  
an aDvoCate’s PersPeCtive

my first nbccf annual conference opened my eyes 

to the potential of advocacy. but it wasn’t until i 

attended the Project lead® institute a few months 

later that i received the tools i needed to become an 

active and involved advocate. i went to Project lead 

with no expectations and was overwhelmed by the 

professionalism of the program. the teaching was as 

good as any i have received, and i am the graduate of 

more than one high-ranking scholastic institution.

the course had an extra element of excitement: it was 

the first time nbccf had road-tested its innovative 

lead institute format. 

the instruction was intense and concentrated. thanks 

to a combination of classroom teaching and small 

group sessions, we explored our understanding of 

breast cancer science and epidemiology and absorbed 

enough to be comfortable around experts. We even 

ventured out of the classroom to experience firsthand a 

research lab’s excitement, frustration and commitment. 

for an afternoon we were engaged observers. 

but Project lead does more than foster skills of 

scientific observation. it trains students to become 

actively involved in the advocacy and research 

communities. to demonstrate the work that 

graduates would do, clusters of accomplished and 

experienced mentors interacted with students to 

explore interests and identify paths of action. six days 

of Project lead classes were designed to carry us 

into the future, bolstered by a much-needed support 

network of mentors.

each of the 50 students who graduated from the 2007 

Project lead institute came away with a working 

knowledge of the science of breast cancer, new 

friends, a support network and a working plan.

Amy Bonoff, an 11-year breast cancer survivor, took 

part in the Project LEAD Institute in San Diego in August 

2007. She has participated in the Department of Defense 

Breast Cancer Research Program's programmatic review 

and is a member of the American College of Surgeons’ 

National Accreditation Program for Breast Centers Access 

and the Utilization Strategy Planning Committee. 

Dr. Susan Love was one of the Conference’s plenary session speakers.
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U.S. Representative Lois Capps (D-CA) was inducted into 
NBCC’s hall of Fame in recognition of her longtime support. 
U.S. Senator Tom harkin (D-IA) and U.S. Representative 
Anna Eshoo (D-CA) received NBCC’s 15th Anniversary 
Awards for their continuing leadership and commitment to the 
fight against breast cancer.

Best PraCtiCes 
Through its Best Practices in Breast Cancer Advocacy Awards®, 
NBCCF recognized four organizations with strategic programs 
with a track record of impacting breast cancer policy, access to 
quality care and systems of research. The awardees each received 
$50,000 and were held up as models for other organizations. 
The winners, who shared their experiences at a special poster 
session during NBCCF’s 2008 Advocacy Training Conference, 
were: 

Catherine Peachey Fund; Warsaw, in
The fund’s Banking on a Cure program is an innovative 
collaboration between consumers and scientists. It resulted 
in the creation of a bank of annotated normal breast tissue 
samples for use in genomic, proteomic and epidemiologic 
studies. Other work by the fund includes the collection of tissue 
samples from women unaffected by breast cancer in order to 
explore possible environmental causes of breast cancer.

nueva vida; Washington, DC
Breast cancer in the Latina community is the focus of this 
organization, which was honored for its Research Participation, 
Development and implementation program. The program relies 
on community participation and has broadened hispanic 
women’s influence over the design, conduct and accrual 
methods used in cancer research, particularly psycho-oncology.

share; new york, ny
The ShARE Leaders program has continued the education of 
graduates of NBCCF’s Project LEAD® and created opportuni-
ties for their meaningful involvement in research and policy.

young survival Coalition; new york, ny
The Young Women’s Breast Cancer Registry is a data source 
aimed at furthering research studies. In particular, it addresses 
causal factors for cancer in women younger than 40.

NBCC New York advocates with Senator Hillary Rodham Clinton (D-NY) on Lobby Day, 2007.

NBCC’s Breast Cancer Caucus web site was launched in October 2007.
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2007 highlights

12th Annual New York Gala

 NBCCF’s 12th Annual New York Gala recognized four (Wo)men Who get it 
right.® (photo below, right, left to right), Songwriter and breast cancer 
activist Sheryl Crow, NBCCF President Fran Visco, Massachusetts advocate 
Carol Matyka and U.S. House Speaker Nancy Pelosi. (below, left, left to right), 
Georgia advocate Martina Correia with NBCCF Executive Vice President Carolina 
Hinestrosa. (above, left), Singer Faith Hill’s performance. (above, right) 
Philanthropist Ronald O. Perelman. 
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NBCCF’s 15th Anniversary Training Conference and Lobby Day in Washington, 
D.C. were enormous successes in 2007. (photo above, right) Former Colorado 
Congresswoman Patricia Schroeder, an NBCC ally in its early years, delivered the 
Monday luncheon address. (below, right) NBCC advocates on Capitol Hill during 
Lobby Day. (below, left) NBCC advocates “bowl” their way to success. (left) Fran 
Visco and Utah advocate Sylvia Rickard present an NBCC congressional award to 
U.S. Senator Orrin Hatch (R-Utah). (above, left) NBCCF’s Wall of Remembrance 
honoring NBCC advocates.

2007 highlights

15th Advocacy Training Conference and Lobby Day, Washington
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Les Girls 7,  hosted by actress Felicity Huffman of Desperate Housewives, featured a variety of 
spirited performances from talented singers and dancers, including (photo, top right) CSI-NY’s 
Melina Kanakaredes.

2007 highlights

Les Girls 7, Los Angeles
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2007 highlights

NBCCF Events

Washington, DC area supporters of NBCCF enjoyed an evening of bowling, billiards and a silent auction at 
the Strike! Breast Cancer Corporate Challenge.

If you are interested in organizing an event in your area to benefit NBCCF,  
please contact our Development Office at (202) 973-0589.

Actress Julie Warner was honored with NBCCF’S  
(Wo)men Who get it right® Award for her high 
profile role as a woman with breast cancer on the 
award-winning cable television hit, NIP/TUCK.

Former President Bill Clinton was the guest of honor at a reception, hosted by Paula and Sumner Redstone 
and Barbra Streisand, to benefit the Virginia Clinton Kelley Fund, named in honor of the former president’s 
late mother.
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NBCC	entered	2007	optimistic	that	the	
110th Congress would advance legislation 
reflecting the coalition’s priorities. As the end 
of the two-year session neared, the coalition 
was celebrating a number of successes.

These advances followed a disappointing 109th Congress, 
which saw passage of the important Breast Cancer and 
Environmental Research Act blocked in the final months of the 
legislative session by a single senator, Tom Coburn (R-OK).

The	measure	was	reintroduced	in	February	2007	by	Senate	
Majority Leader harry Reid (D-NV) and three other senators: 
Orrin hatch (R-UT), hillary Rodham Clinton (D-NY) and 
Lisa Murkowski (R-AK). A companion bill was introduced 
in the U.S. house by Representatives Nita Lowey (D-NY), 
Sue Myrick (R-NC) and Lois Capps (D-CA). Thanks to an 
energetic NBCC campaign, the measure ultimately gained an 
astonishing 51 Senate and 220 house co-sponsors by Mother’s 
Day of that year. 

nbcc: PrinciPled and vigorous advocacy

“i’m here to support NBCC. As a breast cancer survivor and someone who cares deeply about women’s health,  
i want answers to the question of what causes breast cancer and how to prevent it.”

— Singer, songwriter and breast cancer advocate Sheryl Crow  
speaking during a Capitol hill news conference on the Breast Cancer and Environmental Research Act  

March 28, 2007
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a PersonaL aPPeaL

singer-songwriter sheryl crow made it personal when 

she headed to capitol hill to push for passage of the 

breast cancer and environmental research act, one of 

nbcc’s legislative priorities. 

“i’m here to support nbcc,” crow said. “as a breast 

cancer survivor and someone who cares deeply about 

women’s health, i want answers to the question of 

what causes breast cancer and how to prevent it. 

“the breast cancer and environmental research act 

will help find some of these answers,” she added.

crow created a buzz in Washington, d.c., on march 

27 and 28, with her whirlwind lobbying in favor 

of passage of the act, which evolved from two 

environmental policy summits convened by nbcc. 

the measure would establish a national strategy 

for research to see if or how environmental factors 

contribute to breast cancer.

While in Washington, crow met with speaker of the 

house nancy Pelosi (d-ca); senate majority leader 

harry reid (d-nv); several committee and subcom-

mittee chairs; and the congressional Women’s caucus. 

she was joined by nbcc advocates from across the 

country.

she also discussed the legislation in several network 

television interviews. 

the second day’s highlight was a crowded news 

conference with the proposed legislation’s seven chief 

sponsors: senate majority leader reid; senators orin 

hatch (r-ut), hillary rodham clinton (d-ny) and lisa 

murkowski (r-aK); representatives nita lowey (d-ny), 

sue myrick (r-nc) and lois capps (d-ca).

NBCC’s other major priority was continued funding 
of the U.S. Department of Defense peer-reviewed Breast 
Cancer Research Program (DOD BCRP). In response 
to NBCC’s nationwide grassroots network and urging of 
members of Congress, President George W. Bush signed a 
continuing	budget	resolution	for	fiscal	year	2007	containing	
$127.5	million	for	the	program.	Congress	bolstered	the	
support when it approved $138 million for the program in 
fiscal 2008, an increase of more than $10 million. 

Credit for the funding renewal goes to NBCC’s committed 
advocates, who secured support from many members of 
Congress. NBCC’s testimony, combined with briefings for 
congressional members and staff, complemented the effort. 

NBCC acknowledged the leadership of five senators: 
Tom harkin (D-IA), Olympia Snowe (R-ME), Patrick 
Leahy (D-VT), Susan Collins (R-ME) and Arlen Specter 
(R-PA). Four U.S. representatives were also instrumental in 
winning support for the measure. They were: Nita Lowey 
(D-NY), Judy Biggert (R-IL), Tom Davis (R-VA) and James 
McGovern (D-MA). These lawmakers sponsored the letters 
requesting the funding for DOD BCRP. 

In addition to advances with the Breast Cancer and 
Environmental Research Act and continued breast cancer 
research funding, NBCC expanded its online advocacy 
efforts	in	2007	by	utilizing	its	legislation-focused	web	
site, LessPinkMoreResearch.org. President Fran Visco 
also submitted columns to the Huffington Post and 
began a bimonthly blog at mybreastcancernetwork.com. 
Additionally, in October, NBCC launched  
BreastCancerCaucus.org featuring the presidential 
candidates’ positions on NBCC-supported legislative and 
policy priorities. Videos of the candidates explain what each 
would do as president to eradicate breast cancer. 

Colonel Janet Harris, Director of the Congressionally Mandated Medical Research 
Programs, briefs Members of Congress and their staffs about the DOD BCRP.
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2007 financials

 2007 2006

Assets  
Cash & Cash Equivalents  113,342   29,401 
Accounts	Receivable	 	1,629,750		 	1,657,949	
Prepaid	Expenses	 	67,071		 	49,272	
Investments	 	854,133		 	133,615	
Property & Equipment (net)  94,834   103,045 
Deposits	 	38,167		 	38,167	
ToTAl AsseTs  2,797,297   2,011,449 
  
liabilities  
Current	Liabilities	 	723,740		 	866,442	
Other Liabilities  -   18,440 
ToTAl lIABIlITIes  723,740   884,882 
  
Net Assets  
Unrestricted	 	233,369		 	(305,049)
Temporarily	Restricted	 	1,840,188		 	1,431,616	
ToTAl NeT AsseTs  2,073,557   1,126,567 
  
Total liabilities & Net Assets  2,797,297   2,011,449 

statement of Financial Position

Advocacy Training Conference
17.16%

Project LEAD
16.94%

Public Information, 
Education & Outreach  

14.73%

Public Policy  12.55%

Best Practices Awards  6.62%

Healthcare Reform  3.42%

Beyond the Guidelines Website  3.37%

Think Tank Meetings  3.05%

Fundraising 10.14%

Membership & Network Support  2.92%

Management & General 6.34%

Other Programs  0.24%

Quality Care Initiative  0.93%

Clinical Trials & Research Initiative  1.60%

2007 expenses: 
$4,779,445
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statement of Activities

Public support & other Revenue 
Donations	 	4,265,033	
Special	Events	(Net)	 	1,178,283	
Rental	Revenue	 	143,072	
Dues	(Board	&	Member	Orgs)	 	23,750	
Conference	Registration	 	39,269	
Interest	&	Other	Revenue	 	77,087	
TOTAL REVENUE  5,726,494 

expenses 
Program	Services	 	3,991,864	
Management	&	General	 	302,996	
Fundraising  484,585 
TOTAL EXPENSES  4,779,445 

Change in Net Assets  947,049 
Net Assets Beginning of Year  1,126,597 
Net Assets End of Year  2,073,646

Donations
75.50%

Special Events (Net)
20.86%

Rental Revenue
2.53%

Dues (Board & 
Member Orgs)

0.42%

Conference 
Registration

0.70%

2007 Public support & 
other Revenue: 
$5,726,494
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corPorate, foundation & organization donors

$750,000 anD aBove
avon foundation

national Philanthropic trust

$500,000 to $749,999
entertainment industry foundation

$250,000 to $499,999
sanofi-aventis us, inc.

$100,000 to $249,000
genentech, inc.

revlon group foundation inc.

$50,000 to $99,999
barnes and noble college booksellers, inc.

eli lilly and company

glaxosmithKline

merck & co., inc.

national rural letter carriers’ association auxiliary

universal music group, inc.

$25,000 to $49,999
breast cancer international research group

display Producers inc.

fidelity investments charitable gift fund

hoffman-la roche, inc.

hologic, inc.

innovative skincare

novartis oncology

skadden, arps, slate, meagher & flom llP

the coca-cola company

the Kaplanthaler group ltd.

$10,000 to $24,999
abbott laboratories

betsey johnson

booz allen hamilton

bristol-myers squibb company

conde nast Publications

genomic health, inc.

gucci

hill & Knowlton foundation, inc. - new york

international creative management

Kayne foundation

KPmg, llP

linear technology corporation

milly

the broder foundation

the clark charitable foundation

the hargrove Pierce foundation

ziffren, brittenham, branca, fischer, gilbert-lurie, stiffel

$5,000 to $9,999
america’s health insurance Plans

andrew Weiss gallery

astrazeneca Pharmaceuticals lP

aurora imaging technology, inc.

barkley evergreen & Partners, inc.

barr laboratories

bourjois

breast cancer alliance of greater cincinnati

brown-forman corporation

c. b. coleman & joan f. coleman charitable foundation

california teachers association

cbs studios, inc.

chartwell foundation

city national bank

clK management corp.

elm street development

enterprise rent-a-car foundation

hansen, jacobson, teller, hoberman, newman, Warren & richmond

jewish communal fund

jewish community foundation of los angeles

Kaiser Permanente foundation health Plan, inc.

legal Placements, inc.

lifetime television

lorac cosmetics inc.

mtv networks

muscular therapy clinic & strong house spa, inc.

newman’s own, inc.

ortho biotech

Pharos capital group, llc

sancoa international

smashbox beauty cosmetics, inc.
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the brotman foundation of california

the lincy foundation

turner broadcasting system, inc.

Watson laboratories, inc.

$1,000 to $4,999
ab data, inc.

abd insurance & financial services

affymetrix

alamo breast cancer foundation

ayco charitable foundation

bank of america

bank of the West

bb&t

beers & cutler, Pllc

betsy lambert attorney at law

blue cross of california

breast cancer network of Western new york

california community foundation

coldwell banker residential brokerage community foundation

community foundation of Western nevada

cozen and o’connor

d&l supply, inc.

delaware breast cancer coalition, inc.

dillard’s, inc.

east West bank

edge entertainment, inc.

fisher landua center for art

french american charitable trust

friends of mel foundation

georgia breast cancer coalition fund

giorgio armani

good Printers, inc.

graff valve & fittings company

greenhill Productions, inc.

gucci beverly hills

hartney greymont, inc.

human expressions

hypo real estate capital corporation

jingle networks, inc.

john a. cable foundation

justgive.org

Katz, marshall & banks, llP

King’s college

Kintera

liberty hill foundation

linda creed breast cancer foundation

marketing innovations international, inc.

mccarthy building companies, inc.

medco health solutions, inc.

meek and associates

meredith corp.

more magazine

motion Picture association of america, inc.

national coalition for cancer survivorship

new hampshire breast cancer coalition

newman tanner foundation

northern ohio breast cancer coalition fund

nueva vida, inc.

oldcastle Precast

Phoenix, a salon

Qmc hydraulic cranes and equipment

r graphics, llc

realnetworks

shanrene, inc.

shapiro cohen

st. Patrick hospital sisters in survival

susquehanna foundation

the adams national bank

the cheeryble foundation

the Philanthropic collaborative

the rhode island breast cancer coalition

twentieth century fox

united talent agency foundation

Wald foundation

Walker & dunlop, inc.

Wisconsin breast cancer coalition

yum! brands foundation, inc.

Thank you to our many donors!
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individual and family foundation donors

$300,000 anD aBove
joyce and irving goldman family foundation

$100,000 to $299,999
vance Wall foundation

$50,000 to $99,999
Paula and sumner redstone
robert Wood johnson foundation

$25,000 to $49,000
christine and dermod norton
the clinton family foundation

$10,000 to $24,999
Xiaoqiong bi
cynthia and robert broder
the Philippe and deborah dauman family 

foundation 
jo champa farrell and joseph farrell
Patricia l. freysinger
brad and jill grey living trust
suzanne and ric Kayne
jena and michael King
Kinoshita survivor’s trust
thomas r. Kline
susan m. love
the john mahoney foundation 
musa and thomas mayer
mellam family foundation
leslie moonves
arleen f. sorkin and christopher lloyd
trudie styler and gordon sumner
sheila and robert swanson
fern and lenard tessler
samuel d. turner
Pamela West
randall e. Wooster
ann c. yahner

$5,000 to $9,999
anonymous
susanna lachs adler and dean adler
lori and robert beck
gerald bernardi and joe Keenan
david and susan bershad foundation, inc.
franci j. blassberg
carol a. blinken-emquies and moise emquies
edra blixseth
edythe and eli broad
jane and marcus buckingham
judy bernstein bunzl and nicholas bunzl
debbie and james burrows

trisha cardoso
the glen and mary ann charles family 

foundation 
doctoroff family foundation 
dorothea and Peter frank
judith hannan
ellen and tom hoberman
bradley a. jabour, md
the marilyn and jeffrey Katzenberg 

foundation 
ethel Klein
Paul t. lambert
david lee and mark nichols
abby K. leigh
lubert family foundation
milken family foundation 
ira lubert
aviv nevo
norma and norman nutman
jodie evans and max Palevsky
donna Pappas
michele rakoff and alan sieroty
the rice family foundation
michele and david rubenstein
arlene sanford
carly simon
judy c. steinfeldt
donna and harvey sternberg
the svs revocable trust
frances m. visco and arthur brandolph
toni brotman Wald
christina zilber

$2,500 to $4,999
jan and Warren adelson
ahn charitable trust
madeline anbinder
dikla benzeevi
amy bonoff
vernal h. branch
ellen caplan
diane and alan chase
jan r. cloyde
victoria g. cooke
judith crown craver
jason davis
jennifer b. dempster and chris b. fowler
Kay dickersin and robert van Wesep
jonathan & susan dolgen family  

foundation, inc. 
the gonda family foundation 
brian grazer
leana greene
johanna m. gunn

the hauptman family Philanthropies
m. carolina hinestrosa
rena howard
lisa and Paul johnson
the jordan-evans family foundation 
sue and rob Kramer
Karen and franklin lewkowitz
barbara lieberman
shelley and frank litvack
Karen and chuck lorre
marlene and joseph mccarthy
diane e. mcgarry
catherine meek and al earle
aela b. morgan and donald morgan
melinda and scott nordeng
Peggy northrop
john noss and the Karin decker noss trust
miriam and brian o’neill
tracy Pollan and michael j. fox 
resnick family foundation 
lisa roberts and david setzer
jennifer and gerald ronon
beth and david rothenberg
carole bayer sager and robert daly
allison r. schneirov and steven l. fisch
brooke shields
cheryl simone
michael s. smith
shanin specter
liz and Kent swig
nicki and harold tanner
lisa y. tung and spencer P. glendon
Wilma yu
Kathleen and stanley zeitz

$1,000 to $2,499
anonymous (2)
barbara and todd albert
Priscilla alexander
carole s. allen
susan and robert appleton
Kathleen m. ball
Karen bell
mary l. berglund
cristina and stephen bergren
donald berry
jennifer and matthew berzok
suzanne and donald bezahler
roger and Pamela birnbaum family 

foundation
Wendy block
ruth m. bowers
marsha brander
michael braver
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Karey bresenhan
Katherine m. bristor
stephanie n. bronson
lisa and Kenneth brownstein
christine a. brunswick
Philip e. cable
maureen and richard carnevale
rosemary and Peter casey
richard cassese
caulkins family foundation 
faya causey
marc cherry
Kurt chesko
the steven a. and alexandra m. cohen 

foundation, inc. 
renee conforte
Kiersten conner-sax
cox bell family trust 
cameron crowe
tracy danza
barbara davis
judy dering and frank calzone
lauren and richard donner
bernard dowling
linda c. drake
deborah lerner duane and daniel j. duane
Kathleen dwyer
dale and harry eastman
jane eger
michael eisner
ruth g. eldredge
melissa and douglas ellin
ileane and irvin fagin
jodi fishman-osti
elizabeth and richard frank
ellen frankel
rochelle and robert friedman
lorraine fuisz
mary gallo
Karren ganstwig-Welinsky and  

howard Welinsky
Kathleen garretson
jane gavens
david geffen
Peri gilpin and christian vincent
Wendy h. goldberg
sherry goldman
dorian s. goldman and marvin israelow
barbara l. goldsmith foundation 
ann gottlieb
anne and george grant
Kathleen and arthur harris
Patricia K. haugen
donna and frederick heitman
amy heller
chris henze
susan r. hester
judi j. hirshfield-bartek and elmer bartek
Karen and Peter hoffman
marjorie and jeffrey honickman
robert a. iger

ruth israelow
rosemary and alfred iversen
julie jaffe
jacqueline judd and john Papanek
nancy e. Kahn
Priscilla King
f. alexandra Klas
susan and leonard Klehr
anita and allen Kohl
nancy Kresek
harvey d. Kushner
bettyanne lambert
diane senica langley
leona and meyer laskin
elaine lasnik-broida and michael broida
laura leber
marylin lewis
nancy lisagor
shalom lombo
douglas lurio
jeffrey m. lynn
michael magidson
lucy maislin
bernice manocherian
suzanne j. marks
mel marshal
albert a. mason
carol matyka
mary matyka
susan mcclary
reba mcentire
Pamela mcgreevy
jacqueline mcmullen
beth sieroty meltzer
christine m. millen
Kevin misher
joy and john moose
Patricia a. mulcahy
stephanie murray
donald nederostek
Win & christie neuger family foundation 
michael newman
gayle a. nobbs
john norwood
randy osofsky
glenn Padnick
libbe and howard Pavony
jon Peters
mindy Peters
robert Philpott
cindy j. Popp
Kathleen and david ramon
marjorie randell-silver and eric silver
Paula ravets
aileen and brian roberts
taryn rose
sandra z. rosenbaum
judy rosenberg
Paul rosenberg
beverly rosoff
ross family fund

William r. ross
lyn and george ross
merry b. ross and Patrick zimski
rosemary rosso
the rosenthal family foundation 
shannon m. rotenberg
michael russo
nancy a. ryan
marjorie and Walter j. salmon
diane salvatore
jill schehr sacks
elizabeth and mitchell schwartz
gail g. schwartz
caroline segall
gail and steven shak
carla and michael shamberg
julie shames and bradley j. shames
geri d. shapiro
nancy and ami sheintal
sara W. shick
tobyanne and arnold sidman
Kay K. siegel
joy a. simha and vasudev chari
ruth singer
leslie Kolins small and adam small
babette and harvey snyder
vivian and arthur sorkin
sandra l. spivey
stever family foundation
marcia strassman
rosalie swedlin
vicki tosher
the tr family trust 
judith tuller
linda v. vincent
carol and harlan Waksal
lena Wald
sandra Walsh
sarah Ward
carol Weiser
the carol & michael Weisman family 

charitable trust 
john Wentworth
marilyn Werner
sandra K. Westfall
anne and alexander White
betty m. Wright trust 
laura ziskin
zissu family foundation
joel d. zychick

Thank you
to our many 

donors!
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board of directors

adelphi ny statewide Breast Cancer 
hotline and support Program
marie Kaplan
hillary rutter (alternate)

african-american Women in touch
carolyn dearmond
Kathy johnson (alternate)

alamo Breast Cancer Foundation
dale eastman
joy moose (alternate)

Bosom Buddies inc.
Kathleen zeitz
Karen lewkowitz (alternate)

Breast Cancer alliance of greater  
Cincinnati (BCa)
Kathy ball
ann hernick (alternate)

CaBCo
sandy Walsh
michele rakoff (alternate)

Delaware Breast Cancer Coalition, inc. 
victoria cooke
rena howard (alternate)

georgia Breast Cancer Coalition Fund
ruth eldredge
beryl jackson (alternate)

Linda Creed Breast Cancer Foundation
donna duncan
linda camerota (alternate)

the mautner Project for  
Lesbians with Cancer
Kate mcQueen
Kathleen debold (alternate)

metropolitan Washington  
DC Chapter of nBCC
christine brunswick
rosemary rosso (alternate)

minnesota Breast Cancer Coalition
christine norton

national Breast Cancer Coalition
frances m. visco

national Women’s health network
cindy Pearson
amy allina (alternate)

nueva vida
larisa caicedo
mary jo vazquez (alternate)

revlon Breast Center, uCLa oncology 
services
sherry goldman
janice boron (alternate)

rhode island Breast Cancer Coalition
marlene mccarthy
jean albert (alternate)

sense of security
vicki tosher
nancy olson (alternate)

share
anne grant
ivis febus-sampayo (alternate)

Dr. susan Love research Foundation
susan love
judi hirshfield-bartek (alternate)

virginia Breast Cancer Foundation
Karin noss
barbara dittmeier (alternate)

Women of Color Breast Cancer  
survivors’ support Project
shirley brown
carolyn tapp (alternate)

y-me national Breast Cancer  
organization
margaret Kirk
Kay Wissmann (alternate)

young survival Coalition
joy simha
elizabeth Wohl (alternate)
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